We present a statistical analysis of focal mechanism orientations for nine California fault zones with the goal of quantifying variations of fault zone heterogeneity at seismogenic depths. The focal mechanism data are generated from first motion polarities for earthquakes in the time period 1983-2004, magnitude range 0-5, and depth range 0-15 km. Only mechanisms with good quality solutions are used. We define fault zones using 20 km wide rectangles and use summations of normalized potency tensors to describe the distribution of doublecouple orientations for each fault zone. Focal mechanism heterogeneity is quantified using two measures computed from the tensors that relate to the scatter in orientations and rotational asymmetry or skewness of the distribution. We illustrate the use of these quantities by showing relative differences in the focal mechanism heterogeneity characteristics for different fault zones. These differences are shown to relate to properties of the fault zone surface traces such that increased scatter correlates with fault trace complexity and rotational asymmetry correlates with the dominant fault trace azimuth. These correlations indicate a link between the long-term evolution of a fault zone over many earthquake cycles and its seismic behaviour over a 20 yr time period. Analysis of the partitioning of San Jacinto fault zone focal mechanisms into different faulting styles further indicates that heterogeneity is dominantly controlled by structural properties of the fault zone, rather than time or magnitude related properties of the seismicity.
I N T RO D U C T I O N
Heterogeneity of a fault zone can refer to any departure from a single planar surface within material that has homogeneous mechanical properties. In this study, we focus on quantifying the variation of 0 < M L ≤ 5 earthquake focal mechanism orientations to better characterize geometrical heterogeneity at seismogenic depths of strike-slip faults in southern California. Geometrical heterogeneity can take many forms, for example, offsets of the fault surface (step-overs), changes in the fault orientation due to kinks or bends, roughness of the fault surface, and overlapping fault segments. Slip across such geometrically heterogeneous surfaces has important implications for the mechanics of individual earthquake ruptures. For example, King & Nábělek (1985) and Wesnousky (2006) showed a tendency for large earthquakes to start and stop close to geometrical irregularities. Dieterich & Smith (2009) showed that slip on a geometrically rough surface leads to a complex stress field around the fault affecting the subsequent distribution of seismicity. Models that simulate seismicity and evolving stress over hundreds of years indicate that fault and stress heterogeneity can act as a tuning parameter for the frequency-size distribution as well as other statistical properties of the seismicity (e.g. Ben-Zion & Rice 1995; Ben-Zion et al. 2003; Zöller et al. 2005; Hillers et al. 2006 Hillers et al. , 2007 Bailey & Ben-Zion 2009) . Although fault heterogeneity is often considered to be fractal without characteristic length-scales (e.g. Turcotte 1997 ), previous work (Bailey et al. 2009 ) indicated that the scale of large ∼50-250 km fault zones exerts a strong influence on the coseismic strain release characteristics of small earthquakes in southern California. This and other works suggest that large faults or fault zones can be considered as having some distinct length scales, and more diverse heterogeneity than pure self-similarity.
One approach used to quantify geometrical heterogeneity has been to analyse maps of surface fault traces (e.g. Wesnousky 1988; Stirling et al. 1996; Ando et al. 2009; Wechsler et al. 2010) . Surface traces are produced by the cumulative displacement over many earthquake cycles, reflecting the long-term strain release within a fault zone. Results of these studies indicate that faults with larger cumulative displacement have smaller amounts of geometrical complexity, implying a gradual evolution of faults towards smoother geometries that is consistent with other multi-disciplinary observations (Ben-Zion & Sammis 2003) . A problem associated with the use of fault trace data are that they only provide a 2-D image of the fault zone at the Earth's surface, where the normal stress is lower and heterogeneity is expected to be higher than at seismogenic depths (e.g. Rockwell & Ben-Zion 2007) . Here, we approach this problem by combining fault trace with earthquake catalogue data, which sample throughout the upper ∼20 km of the crust in a well-instrumented region such as California. A single earthquake focal mechanism represented by a double-couple (DC) orientation describes the earthquake rupture in terms of an axis of maximum compression, an axis of maximum extension and an axis of zero net strain (e.g. Kagan 1991) . Assuming that most earthquakes in a fault zone occur on the pre-existing fault surfaces of a fault zone, variation of DC orientations within the zone describe changes in fault orientation related to geometrical heterogeneity of the faults.
To quantify heterogeneity for a set of DC orientations we use an approach based on summation of normalized potency tensors (e.g. Kostrov 1974; Bailey et al. 2009) . A summation of potency tensors is proportional to the total seismic strain release for the earthquake population (e.g. Kostrov 1974; Amelung & King 1997; Sipkin & Silver 2003) , while normalizing before summation allows us to concentrate on statistical properties of the orientation of strain release (e.g. Fischer & Jordan 1991; Frohlich & Apperson 1992; Bailey et al. 2009 ). The summations provide two quantities that describe the heterogeneity: one related to the amount of scatter in orientations and one related to the rotational asymmetry of this scatter. Previous studies that quantify the heterogeneity of a focal mechanism population are based on the distribution of angles for the minimum rotation between every pair of DC orientations (e.g. Kagan 1990; Hardebeck 2006 ) and do not target individual fault zones. Although those studies describe the scatter in DC orientations as a distribution, hence providing more detail, they do not describe the asymmetry in DC orientations which we show to be an important characteristic in the description of focal mechanism heterogeneity for a given fault zone.
Where Bailey et al. (2009) showed that patterns of earthquake strain release can be length-scale dependent, this study addresses the quantification of heterogeneity levels for specific targeted fault zones. We combine a higher quality subset of focal mechanism data used in that study with additional focal mechanism data for the Parkfield region and a data set of surface traces to investigate nine strike-slip fault zones in southern and central California. The previously employed methods based on potency tensor summations are expanded to analyse and interpret the focal mechanism data in terms of fault zone heterogeneity rather than overall coseismic strain. As suggested by Bailey et al. (2009) , we find that we can distinguish fault zones by the level and type of heterogeneity in focal mechanism orientations. Furthermore, by comparing the focal mechanism heterogeneity with properties of the surface trace azimuths we show that geometrical properties at depth relate to those at the surface. We find a correlation between the focal mechanism scatter and the scatter in fault trace azimuths, along with a correlation between the focal mechanism asymmetry and the dominant surface trace azimuth. The first correlation indicates that geometrical heterogeneity at the surface persists to depth, and that geometrical features related to the long-term properties of strain release are reflected at a ∼20 yr time scale. The second correlation implies that long-term strike-slip motion in a direction not aligned with plate motion leads to secondary components of reverse or normal faulting, as expected from the direction of misalignment.
Numerical simulations in Appendix C show that our focal mechanism heterogeneity results may be explained by the level of partitioning into different faulting styles within a fault zone. We therefore investigate the partitioning into the different faulting styles for the four fault zones with the largest number of data. For the San Jacinto fault zone, which has the most data, we investigate the partitioning as a function of hypocentre location, time and magnitude. We find that the location of the earthquakes exert the strongest control on the partitioning and that there is little indication of a strong magnitudebased or temporal effect. Many of the focal mechanism data are clustered in space, and the clusters of seismicity are themselves heterogeneous with different levels of partitioning. The applicability of focal mechanism results to an entire fault zone therefore depends on how representative those clusters are for the fault zone as a whole. Since large sections of the San Andreas Fault that has the largest cumulative slip are relatively straight and produce little low magnitude seismicity, the differences among the examined fault zones are likely to be larger than those shown by our analysis of the limited available data.
The major issues addressed in this paper are (i) how to quantify heterogeneity from focal mechanism data, (ii) the different characteristics of heterogeneity in different fault zones, (iii) the relations between focal mechanism heterogeneity and observations of the fault zone at the surface and (iv) the partitioning of strain release within an individual fault zone. The remainder of the paper is organized into four sections centred around these major issues and Appendices that provide more detail on the data and the quantities used. In Section 2, we describe the fault trace and focal mechanism data. In Section 3, we discuss the employed methods for quantifying fault trace heterogeneity, focal mechanism heterogeneity and the partitioning of focal mechanism data into different faulting styles. The results of quantifying heterogeneity for all fault zones are given in Section 4, as well as results for the partitioning of faulting styles as a function of space, time and magnitude within the San Jacinto fault zone data. A discussion of each of the major results is given in Section 5.
DATA

Fault trace data
Digitized fault trace data used in this study are defined by the USGS quaternary fault map (California Geological Survey & U.S. Geological Survey 2010). In this data set faults with Quaternary activity are discretized into segments of varying length with approximate accuracy of 140 m. We select nine different fault zones from southern and central California (Fig. 1 ) that are strike-slip dominated and have earthquake data available in the vicinity. We concentrate on strike-slip fault zones to minimize the effect of dipping faults on extrapolating surface properties to those at depth. Seven of the zones relate to large, well-known faults in southern California: the San Andreas (SAF; represented by four different sections), the San Jacinto, the Elsinore and the Garlock faults. The other two zones are part of the Eastern California Shear Zone (ECSZ), and are both collections of smaller faults that contain the surface ruptures of the 1992 M W = 6.2 Joshua Tree and M W = 7.3 Landers earthquakes (ECSZ 1), and the 1999 M W = 7.1 Hector Mine earthquake (ECSZ 2).
To define the fault zone boundaries, we first approximate each fault zone by a great circle arc connecting two coordinates, then incorporate all data with perpendicular distance to the arcs ≤10 km. The coordinates (given in Appendix A) are chosen such that by eye the arcs overlay the appropriate fault traces, removing parts where there is no seismicity. For ECSZ 1 and ECSZ 2, several minor faults are incorporated and the choice of coordinates is based more on the traces of the large earthquake surface ruptures. In some cases, our choice of zones leads to the inclusion of small amounts of data from nearby fault zones and some data being incorporated into multiple zones. However, we have found that other methods of selection which better separate fault zones lead to similar results (Bailey 2009) while being more complicated to implement and reproduce. The choice of 10 km on either side of the great circle arc is roughly equal to two thirds of the depth extent of the seismogenic zone, and allows for some flexibility with respect to earthquake location errors and dipping faults while providing an adequate number of focal mechanism data for analysis. Uncertainties and sample biases within the fault data are likely to be present due to variable resolution of the mapping across the region and the inherent subjectivity involved during the mapping process. We have tried to minimize the influence of these factors by using a single up-to-date data source but it is very difficult to account for many of these uncertainties. Since we do not make any decisions that we see to accentuate the variable uncertainty within the fault data, we assume that it has a negligible influence on our results.
Focal mechanism data
We assume that a point-source DC representation is adequate for 0 < M L ≤ 5 earthquakes in southern California. The DC solutions used in this study are computed from first motion polarities using the program HASH (Hardebeck & Shearer 2002) . The program computes a set of acceptable fault plane solutions that fit the phase data within some predefined misfit threshold and returns the preferred solution as the average of this set. The uncertainty of the solution is quantified by the range of acceptable solutions. Effects of uncertainty in the hypocentre location on the solution are incorporated by recomputing acceptable solutions using a number of velocity models. We use only A and B quality mechanisms from the catalogues for which the root mean square angular difference in acceptable solutions (FPU) is ≤ 35
• , 60 per cent of acceptable solutions are within 30
• of the preferred solution (i.e. PROB = 0.6), the misfit of the fault plane inversion is less than 20 per cent, and the ratio describing how well stations sample the focal sphere (STDR) is ≥0.4. In Appendix B, we compare heterogeneity results based on the A and B quality data with those based on relaxed quality constraints. The lower quality constraints allow the use of more data, but changes in the heterogeneity can largely be explained by increased uncertainty in those data. The advantage of using quality restrictions based on a number of factors (FPU, PROB and STDR) is that distributions of uncertainties will be similar for multiple data sets, and relative differences are more likely to indicate changes in natural heterogeneity.
For all fault zones except the Parkfield section of the SAF, we use focal mechanisms from the catalogue of Hardebeck et al. (2005) , available via the Southern California Earthquake Data Center. This covers the time period January 1984-December 2003. We reassign the hypocentre locations using the LSH (1.12) relocated catalogue of Lin et al. (2007) . For the Parkfield section of the SAF, we use the catalogue generated for the study of Thurber et al. (2006) . This catalogues covers the period May 1979-August 2005, and is limited to a rectangular region surrounding Parkfield. For both catalogues, we restrict magnitude to 0 < M L ≤ 5 and depth to z ≤ 15 km.
M E T H O D S
Fault trace heterogeneity
Fault trace segments are assigned to a given fault zone if both vertices of the segment are within 10 km of the great circle arc used to define that zone. We quantify geometrical characteristics of mapped fault traces using the distribution of azimuths weighted by length of the segments. We choose this method rather than number of stepovers per unit length (as in Wesnousky 1988; Stirling et al. 1996) , since it is less subjective given the digital data, and less sensitive to uncertainties in mapping of fault terminations (see also Wechsler et al. 2010) .
We extract the length and azimuth of each segment k to define a 2-D vector x (k) i . Since the fault trace segments are axial quantities with 180
• periodicity, the distribution of all x (k) i can be described by a scatter matrix (Mardia & Jupp 1999, p. 165 )
where L k is the length of the kth of M segments for the fault zone. The scatter matrix is analogous to an inertia tensor about a single origin for particles of equal weight at different positions given by x
i . The axis about which there is least moment describes the principle direction of the fault trace population. We denote the maximum and minimum eigenvalues ofT i j as τ 2 and τ 1 , respectively, and the corresponding eigenvectors asû i andv i . In this notation,û i corresponds to the principle direction and τ 1 /τ 2 , which is constrained to the range 0 ≤ τ 1 /τ 2 ≤ 1.0, describes the degree of scatter or dispersion away from the principle direction. We useû i and τ 1 /τ 2 to quantify the dominant direction and overall variation of the fault trace populations, respectively. The dispersion or variation of geometrical fault zone heterogeneities was shown by numerous theoretical studies to strongly affect the dynamics of earthquakes associated with the fault zone (see e.g. fig. 24 of Ben-Zion (2008) and related material).
Our method of quantifying complexity makes no distinction between smooth and sudden changes in fault direction that would have different implications for rupture mechanics. We also weight each segment of the fault trace based only on length, regardless of the amount of slip or slip rate that are not provided in the data set. Despite these limitations, τ 1 /τ 2 represents a simple measure of geometrical variability within the fault zone, and values are consistent with a visual assessment of the fault maps as well as other measures such as the circular standard deviation (Fisher 1993, p.37) .
Focal mechanism heterogeneity
We describe the orientation of a focal mechanism using a normalized potency tensorP i j satisfying P i jPi j = 1. The unit norm mechanism tensorP i j gives the orientation of the coseismic strain drop that generates seismic radiation and is related directly to the strike, dip and rake of the DC fault plane solution (equations are given in Appendix A of Bailey et al. 2009 ). The final (static) potency tensor of an earthquake is given by P i j = 1 √ 2 P 0Pi j where P 0 is the scalar potency, and the final seismic moment tensor is M i j = k,l c i jkl P kl where c ijkl is the tensor of elastic constants in the source region (Ben-Zion 2008) . The orientation of a DC has three degrees of freedom and as suchP i j is symmetric, has zero trace, zero determinant and unit Euclidean norm. The advantage of this representation over other representations (see Kagan 2005) is that one DC orientation is unambiguously defined by only one tensor. By using the normalized potency/moment tensor, we disregard magnitude information associated with the earthquakes and concentrate on the orientation rather than the amount of strain release. A comparison of results for analysis methods based on the potency and normalized potency tensors is given by Bailey et al. (2009) .
We describe the combined orientation properties for a population of N tensors using the summed source mechanism tensor (e.g. Kostrov 1974; Bailey et al. 2009 ),
which is symmetric and has zero trace due to the DC nature of P (k) i j , leaving five degrees of freedom. IfP (k) i j was the same for all k, that is, a summation of homogeneously oriented DCs, then E i j = (N / √ 2)P i j for which the Euclidean norm is E i j E i j = N and the intermediate eigenvalue is λ 2 = 0. For E ij computed from nonhomogeneous orientations, the two degrees of freedom that quantify departure from this homogeneous result relate to heterogeneity of orientations in the population. A value of the norm of E ij smaller than N indicates scatter in the DC orientations, and a non-zero value of λ 2 indicates rotational asymmetry in that scatter.
We quantify the tensor norm related measure of heterogeneity using the metric
where 0 ≤ r NORM ≤ 1. This quantifies the inconsistency in orientations of the population (1 − r NORM is termed the seismic consistency by Frohlich & Apperson 1992) . It is zero when all DCs have the same orientation, unity when all values of P (k) ij cancel each other out, and ∼1/ √ N for a summation of uniformly random orientations.
For a DC tensor, the value of λ 2 is always zero, signifying that there is no net strain in the direction of the intermediate strain axis (B-axis) . For E ij the net strain must be re-stated in terms of number of events, and a non-zero λ 2 results from an asymmetric distribution in B-axis orientations. We quantify this measure of heterogeneity using
where the CLVD subscript refers to the compensated linear vector dipole component that is typically used to describe the non-DC part of a deviatoric tensor (Knopoff & Randall 1970; Julian et al. 1998) . The range of possible values is −0.5 ≤ r CLVD ≤ 0.5, where r CLVD = 0 for a pure DC. Positive or negative values of r CLVD from a summation of normalized DC tensors imply a difference between the variation of P and T axes orientations, as summarized with examples in Table 1 using the convention that extension is positive and compression is negative. If r CVLD = 0 and r NORM is small, the DC orientations must all be closely aligned. If r CVLD = 0 and r NORM is large, the DC orientations are likely to be heterogeneous but the P and T axes vary in the same manner, such that deformation in the direction of the intermediate axis is cancelled out. For summation over N uniformly random DC orientations, the probability distribution for r CLVD has the form cos [πr CLVD ] when N ≥ 3 (Bailey et al. 2009 ). The quantities r CVLD and r NORM are related to general focal mechanism scatter and the relative contribution of different faulting styles by numerical simulations in Appendix C. Distributions of rotation angles (e.g. Kagan 1990; Hardebeck 2006 ) and the associated axes of rotation (Kagan 2009 ) provide a more complete description of focal mechanism heterogeneity, but there are two advantages of using quantities based on the summation of source mechanism tensors: first the fault plane ambiguity has no impact on how we measure the difference between mechanisms, and second it is unnecessary to run computations for all pairs in a Table 1 . The CLVD component of E ij interpreted in terms of mixing of strike-slip, reverse and normal faulting styles, assuming that one of the principle axes of E ij is vertical. Four cases of a potential result with a CLVD component are shown in the third column using a convention that extension is positive and compression is negative. The associated faulting styles and example distributions of P-axes (red crosses) and T-Axes (blue circles) are shown in the fourth and fifth columns. population which leads to a rapid (N 2 ) increase in computational time with number of data. In Appendix D, we show that r NORM is proportional to the mean of the minimum rotation angles between all pairs of DC orientations, and r CLVD relates to the distribution of axes about which those rotations occur.
Strain partitioning
The partitioning of the focal mechanism data into different deformation styles provides insight into the underlying processes that lead to non-zero values of r NORM and r CLVD . We estimate the homogeneous part of E ij , or the dominant direction for the population, by computing the orientation of the DC component of E iĵ
where t i and p i denote the eigenvectors corresponding to the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of E ij , λ 3 and λ 1 , respectively (taking extension to be positive). We can define six end-member cases of DC orientation for a given E ij usinĝ
is defined in eq. (5) and b i is the intermediate strain axis of E ij . Larger values of the inner product between two tensors imply greater similarity, and we allocate eachP (k) i j in a fault zone population to one of the six end-member cases based on the largest value of the inner product.Ê i j do not share either P or T axes with E ij , and any partitioning of focal mechanisms into these directions indicates strong variation in the loading tensor orientation for the population. For the San Jacinto fault zone, which has the most focal mechanism data, we use these end-members to investigate the partitioning as a function of epicentre location, hypocentre depth, magnitude and time.
To better visualize the spatial locations of focal mechanisms from the different partitioning groups, we use a kernel smoothing approach to plot the density of epicentres and density of hypocentre depths along strike. We define a 2-D Gaussian function with standard deviation of 1 km centred on each earthquake location. The density of earthquakes at each point in a grid encompassing the fault zone is then computed as the sum of all Gaussians evaluated at that gridpoint.
R E S U LT S
Source mechanism summations
We compute E ij for each of the nine focal mechanism populations representing the different fault zones. The results are shown by 'beachball' plots that indicate the distribution of compressive and extensive axes in Fig. 2 next to corresponding angular histograms of fault trace azimuths. We find that the distribution of fault traces is quite variable, with some fault zones (e.g. Coachella, Mojave) showing asymmetry. The crossing black lines overlaying the beachballs denote the DC part of the summed tensorsÊ DC i j , which in all cases except Coachella, Mojave and ECSZ 1 imply a dominant strike-slip mechanism with orientation that can be reconciled with the distribution of fault trace azimuths. This indicates that the dominant fault structures in the region tend to control the dominant focal mechanism orientation. In the three cases whereÊ correspond to the surface trace orientations and therefore appear to be sampling more secondary fault structures.
Focal mechanism heterogeneity
We compute r NORM and r CLVD from each of the E ij for the populations shown in Fig. 2 . The comparison of values shown in Fig. 3 illustrates the relative heterogeneity of the different fault zones. We perform a bootstrap resampling (Press et al. 1992, p. 691 ) on each of the nine sets of focal mechanisms 10 000 times to compute a range for the values of r NORM and r CLVD . The range indicates the robustness of our results that is generally reflective of the number of focal mechanisms in each population. We find no correlation be- tween the number of data and the values of r NORM and r CLVD . The bootstrap errors do not take into account the uncertainties associated with the focal mechanisms that are more difficult to constrain (see Appendix B) and we therefore concentrate on relative differences between fault zones. These relative differences illustrate that there are distinct focal mechanism heterogeneity levels for the nine fault zones. The Parkfield section of the SAF lies noticeably closer to zero for both measures, indicating more homogeneity than for the other fault zones. For the zones in southern California, values of r NORM are in the range 0.2-0.50 with several overlapping error bounds. The different fault zones are better distinguished by values of r CLVD which span close to the entire −0.5 to 0.5 range. This indicates that asymmetry in a population of focal mechanism orientations is fundamental to a description of their heterogeneity. We find that r NORM is broadly correlated with |r CLVD | until reaching the most heterogeneous fault zones: Garlock and ECSZ 2. In these two zones (for which there are small numbers of data) we find a high value of r NORM and low value of r CLVD due to diverse populations of DC orientations, where a roughly equal number of normal and reverse faulting mechanisms cancel each other out. Fig. 4 shows the relationships between (a) α u and r CLVD , where α u is the azimuth from north ofû i , and (b) τ 1 /τ 2 and r NORM . In the case of the Garlock fault zone which is the only dominantly left-lateral fault zone, we subtract 90
Relationships between fault trace and focal mechanism properties
• from α u to make it comparable with the other fault zones. The errors bars for α u correspond to the minimum angular range that includes 50 per cent of the combined fault trace length. We find a negative correlation between α u and r CLVD with a Pearson correlation coefficient of r P = −0.67 and Spearman Rank correlation coefficient of r S = −0.60 (Fig. 4a ). This indicates a relation between the dominant orientation of the fault zone and asymmetry in the distribution of focal mechanism orientations. For reference, we also show the range in azimuths of local relative plate motion between the Pacific and North American plates for the region as a grey bar from −40
• to −36 • (using NUVEL-1A, DeMets et al. 1994) . Although the plate motion azimuth corresponds to α u for the two fault zones where r CLVD ≈ 0, an azimuth of ∼ −45
• would better separate the positive from negative values of r CLVD . Fig. 4 (b) shows a positive correlation of r P = 0.38 and r S = 0.47 between τ 1 /τ 2 and r NORM . This indicates a correlation between the complexity of faults measured at the surface and the scatter in focal mechanism orientations, though it is not strong. The three fault zones with the smallest number of focal mechanism data (Coachella, ECSZ 2 and Garlock) show relatively higher values of r NORM , but the bootstrap resampling and our simulations in Appendix C indicate that r NORM is not as well constrained when N 100. Furthermore, the zone ECSZ 2 sits on the edge of the region and seismic network, and is likely to have the least resolution in fault data and most biases in focal mechanism orientation. If we were to consider this as an outlier and remove it, the value of r P would improve to 0.64.
Based on a Student's t-test, the correlation between τ 1 /τ 2 and r NORM with all zones is only significant at a 67 per cent confidence level, whereas the correlation between α u and r CLVD is more significant at a 95 per cent level. However, the assumption of an underlying normal distribution required for this test is not realistic due to the bounded range of the quantities considered and we therefore cannot place too much weight on these significance values. Nevertheless, the correlations presented are similar for a number of different measures of mean direction and deviation described by Fisher (1993) . Thurber et al. (2006) . The San Jacinto and San Bernardino fault zones have dominant strikeslip components and second-order components consistent with the sign of r CLVD . We also find third-order components that indicate further, non-trivial complexity in the variation of faulting orientations. For these fault zones whereÊ A i j is of strike-slip type, the co-existence ofÊ B i j andÊ C i j type mechanisms may be explained by strong variations in strike of the dipping faults responding to a similar stress tensor, by spatial and temporal variations in stress acting on similarly oriented dip slip faults, or by a combination of both.
Strain partitioning
For ECSZ 1, the DC part of E ij has a near-vertical P-axis and thereforeÊ A i j andÊ B i j are both normal faulting styles. The presence of focal mechanisms in both of the normal faulting categories indicates the existence of normal faulting with highly variable strike. Although variation in the strike of dipping faults could generate a CLVD component in E ij (Example 4 in Table 1), the orientation of the CLVD component for ECSZ 1 shows (Fig. 2) that it is generated by a mixing ofÊ The dominant DC direction is of normal faulting type when most of the mapped faults are of right-lateral strike-slip type, which indicates a strong influence of dilational step-overs from the Joshua Tree and Landers ruptures upon their aftershock characteristics, as observed by Felzer & Beroza (1999) . However, based on comparison with our lower quality catalogue, quality restrictions exert a large effect on the spatial distribution of data in this region with a bias towards the more southerly 1992 Joshua Tree aftershocks. It is likely that these restrictions also have an effect on the observed dominant faulting style, and we therefore choose not to place strong emphasis on the result of dominant normal faulting in this region. Nevertheless, the existence of mechanisms in bothÊ 
San Jacinto partitioning
Figs 6 and 7 illustrate the spatial partitioning of the San Jacinto fault zone focal mechanisms intoÊ
andÊ F i j due to the negligible number of data in these categories. This spatial partitioning is shown by comparing the relative density of epicentres (Fig. 6 ) and of hypocentre locations on strike-depth projections (Fig. 7) for focal mechanisms belonging to each faulting style category. We display results for the sub-populations in terms of percentage, computed by dividing the sub-population density by the overall density. For display purposes we neglect areas where the overall density is less than 0.2 km −2 in Fig. 6 and less than 0.3 km −2
in Fig. 7 when calculating the percentages. The density maps highlight that most of the seismicity is confined to a few clusters, and we label these with the letters U, V, W, X, Y, Z. The largest of these clusters, V, corresponds to the location of a M L = 5.1 earthquake in October, 2001, though roughly 40 per cent of the earthquakes at this location occurred before that event.
We find that consistent with the summed tensor result, strike-slip faulting accounts for half or more of the seismicity in all of the clusters except for parts of Y and Z. This illustrates a regional dominance of strike-slip faulting. The negative value of r CLVD for the region (Fig. 3) indicates a dominance of normal faulting over reverse faulting mechanisms for the region, as confirmed in Fig. 5 . However, Figs 6 and 7 demonstrate that this normal faulting is not distributed uniformly throughout the seismicity, but is concentrated in the clusters V, Y and Z, implying that the distribution of seismicity with respect to the geometry of local structures exert significant influence on the fault zone heterogeneity. If we define a cluster to be approximately homogeneous when over 75 per cent of the seismicity is of one type, then U, X and the centre of Y may be regarded as homogeneous. However, there seems to be some degree of heterogeneity in all clusters, at the edge or throughout, making it difficult to generalize. At the scale of the clusters we do not find a strong quantifiable correlation between heterogeneity of the focal mechanisms and complexity in the surface traces. As shown by the cumulative number of focal mechanisms in Fig. 8a , the rate is roughly constant at ∼30 per year until the jump caused by the 2001 earthquake which quickly recovers to a roughly constant higher rate of ∼90 per year. Although we find variation in the partitioning over time, there is no indication that these changes relate to the M L 5.1 earthquake or subsequent change in rate, and most of the changes can be related to the varying influence of spatial clusters in Figs 6 and 7. Cluster Y, where we observe a mixing of strike-slip and normal faulting is most active during the 1990's. The largest cluster of seismicity, V, which mixes all three faulting types and is in the middle of the fault, is active throughout the entire time period with an increase in rate that accounts for the changes after 2001. Fig. 8(b) shows that earthquakes in the three faulting styles approximately follow a Gutenberg-Richter distribution of magnitudes with similar b-values of ∼1. The increased percentage of normal and reverse faults below M L = 2.4 can be explained by different magnitudes of completeness for the faulting types, indicated by the position of the lower magnitude roll-off in the power-law statistics. The distribution shapes indicate that given the relative locations of earthquakes and seismic stations, it is easier to constrain the nodal planes for the mechanisms of dip-slip than strike-slip faults when there are a small number of recordings. The faulting style with the lowest magnitude roll-off is different for other fault zones that we do not show here, suggesting that this feature is more a function of the local seismic network than of the HASH algorithm. Although this indicates that the network effects may cause r NORM and |r CLVD | to be larger than they should be, the results given in Fig. 3 are within the bootstrap errors when we recompute E ij using only M L ≥ 2.4 earthquakes. At the other end of the scale, an increased proportion of strike-slip faulting mechanisms for the larger magnitude bins would be consistent with a model where there is a physical limit to the size of dip-slip earthquakes, given that there are no large through-going dipping faults in the zone. However, the differences shown here are based on a small number of data and can be reasonably explained by different a-values for the three faulting types. We therefore find little evidence for magnitude-related effects controlling the heterogeneity of the fault zone focal mechanism populations.
D I S C U S S I O N
Fault zone differences
The existence of relative differences in focal mechanism heterogeneity for different fault zones, which are spatially defined by independent data, implies that there are characteristics unique to a given fault zone. As discussed below, this is likely related to a general evolution of fault zones towards smoother structures. Since there are observable differences between faults, there are limits to the use of scale-invariance to describe fault networks, as done by, for example King (1983) , Turcotte (1997) , Kagan (1990) , which treat all faults as essentially the same. A system for which the range of length scales can be quantified is distinct from systems described as scale-invariant where there is similarity at all scales and effectively Year   20  30  19  43  45  43  22  39  34  36  42  25  28  34  18  26  41  120  86 no length scales of importance. Bailey et al. (2009) showed that the earthquake deformation patterns in southern California are not truly scale-invariant, and here we show that departures from scale invariance can be related to the heterogeneity of specific fault zones. Ben-Zion (2008) provides a detailed discussion of this general issue in relation to dynamics of earthquakes and faults.
The usefulness of the CLVD component of E ij in quantifying differences between fault zone populations of DC mechanisms indicates the importance of measuring asymmetry in the mechanism orientation distributions. Previous studies that quantify heterogeneity of a set of focal mechanism orientations use the distribution of minimum rotation angles between all pairs of DC orientations (e.g. Kagan 1990; Hardebeck 2006) , or the distribution of the vertical components of the three eigenvectors (Frohlich 1992) . Although these methods give a more complete description of focal mechanism heterogeneity than our two measures, they cannot always constrain the asymmetry that would lead to a CLVD component. This study highlights the advantage of pursuing several approaches simultaneously to understand focal mechanism heterogeneity.
Relationships between fault trace and focal mechanism properties
We find two correlations between the characteristics of focal mechanism orientation heterogeneity and properties of the fault geometry as mapped at the surface. This indicates that surface properties of a fault zone correspond to heterogeneity at depth. In other words, the geometry of the fault zone resulting from 10 4 -10 6 yr timescales of strain exerts a control on ∼20 yr of small earthquakes.
Ben-Zion & Sammis (2003) summarized evidence for an evolution of faults over geologic timescales towards smoother geometries with a narrower range of size scales. The correlation between τ 1 /τ 2 and r NORM shows that the differences in smoothness and hence the results of such evolution are detectable in the earthquake record. Characteristics of fault traces have previously been related to the maturity of fault zones as quantified by their cumulative displacement (e.g. Stirling et al. 1996) . Our two measures of fault complexity (based on focal mechanisms and fault traces) show a generally negative correlation to different estimates of cumulative displacement (Bailey 2009), though the correlations are not strong and difficult to quantify given the nature of uncertainty in displacement estimates. In general, this suggests that evolution to smoother geometries is not a simple function of cumulative slip within a fault zone, but is likely to be influenced by other factors such as the overall orientation of the fault zone (as indicated by the focal mechanism results here) and slip rate (e.g. Wechsler et al. 2010) .
The relation between the dominant fault azimuth and asymmetry in the distribution of focal mechanism orientations may be explained by considering the direction of the fault relative to the plate loading. As illustrated in Fig. 9(a) , slip on faults parallel to the direction of relative plate motion can efficiently release the elastic strain energy built up by plate loading. However, slip on a fault that is misaligned will lead to a deficiency in extension if the plate motion pulls away from the fault (Fig. 9b) , or compression if the plate motion pushes into the fault (Fig. 9c) . As indicated by the figures, these deficiencies can be released by reverse or normal faults with the appropriate orientations.
This explanation implies a difference between the strain release in the large earthquakes which rupture along the entire or most of the fault zone, and in the population of small earthquakes when the main fault is effectively locked. Geodetic and geologic data show that large through-going faults take the dominant role in releasing elastic strains built up by the ongoing relative plate motions. The results here indicate that when those large faults are locked, the low magnitude seismicity responds to the ongoing plate motion as well as the inability of the large faults to fully release those strains. This is observable in both the fault zones where there has been a moderate to large earthquake during the time period of this study (Parkfield, ECSZ 1 and ECSZ 2), as well as other fault zones where there has not been a large earthquake for over a hundred years. The existence of dominant fault surfaces with orientations that are not aligned with the local plate motion indicates an inefficiency in the manner that the strain energy is released over a plate boundary. This is consistent with the evolution of fault zones towards smoother structures, since non-optimally aligned faults that are smooth can become focuses of strain energy release due to the ease of rupture propagation, despite the existence of more optimally aligned (but rougher) faults in the same zone.
The obtained correlations between surface trace properties and the focal mechanism heterogeneity measures are reasonable, though it is difficult to explain all of the results since the fault zones that correlate least well are different for the two factors investigated. For τ 1 /τ 2 versus r NORM , the correlation is not as strong partly because of a steeper trend for two of the fault zones sampled by fewer focal mechanisms (ECSZ 2 and Coachella). This may relate to the strong trade off between the number and quality of data discussed in Appendix B, particularly since these two regions lie towards the edge of the southern California seismic network. The relations might be better resolved given greater numbers of high quality data. For α u versus r CLVD , the San Jacinto Fault and Coachella Section of the SAF show the strongest divergence from the trend. These fault zones are the most southeasterly of the data sets and may indicate that our explanation (Fig. 9) is not completely suitable close to the termination of the San Andreas Fault System. The loading stress may be modified in the southern regions due to the transition to the triple junction to the south, such that there is more extension and an increased number of normal faulting mechanisms to the east of the main plate boundary (Platt et al. 2008) , overlaying the fault based effect.
Models for plate motion based on GPS data for the entire southern California region indicate slightly more westerly azimuths for the relative plate directions than those based on transform faults and magnetic lineations ( may partially explain the separation of positive and negative values of r CLVD at an azimuth west of the relative plate motion azimuth (Fig. 4a) , though there are no estimates as great as −45 • .
Fault style partitioning
In Section 4.4 we show that the focal mechanism populations can be partitioned into, at most, four different faulting styles. The absence of many mechanisms withÊ
i j orientations indicates that the mechanisms are not as diverse as found in some studies (e.g. Zoback et al. 1993; Rivera & Kanamori 2002) , which is likely to be due to the restriction to higher quality focal mechanisms (Hardebeck 2006) . Since mechanisms ofÊ A i j ,Ê B i j andÊ C i j can be generated by different fault orientations responding to the same loading tensor, relatively smooth variations in the stress field would be adequate to explain our results (cf. Hardebeck 2006) . However, variations of both the P and T axes orientations over a 90
• range, the presence of at least three faulting styles, as well as clear asymmetry implies that the distribution of fault orientations in a fault zone is often quite complex, and cannot be described by minor symmetric variations about a mean.
The results presented in Section 4.5 show that spatial factors of the seismicity exert a stronger control on the focal mechanism heterogeneity than temporal or magnitude based factors. This indicates the importance of existing fault structures over mainshock-aftershock interactions. The observation of distinct localized clusters in Figs 6 and 7 also serve as a caveat to the interpretation of the focal mechanism data as representing heterogeneity over the entire examined fault zones. These clusters exist in what would be termed aftershock sequences as well as background seismicity. Under typical assumptions of linear elasticity and linear elastic fracture mechanics, concentrations of stress occur at geometrical heterogeneities (e.g. Broberg 1999), and it is likely that similar concentrations of stress around faults lead to clusters of seismicity in nature. The employed focal mechanism data would therefore represent a bias towards the heterogeneous parts of the fault zones. If there are 'locked' parts of the fault zone, which only fail in large (M L ≥ 6) earthquakes, it is possible that much of the strain release would not be as heterogeneous as in these clusters of low magnitude seismicity. This is consistent with the observation that all of the largest earthquakes are of strike-slip type (Section 4.5), though we find little evidence that more homogeneous clusters are associated with smoother parts of the San Jacinto Fault zone. Despite these considerations, the relative differences in heterogeneity levels are still applicable to the entire fault zones, as implied by the correlations with α u and τ 1 /τ 2 . Due to the relative lack of seismicity on the smooth sections of the San Andreas Fault, we consider it likely that a more complete sample of the fault zones which is not limited to clusters would make the differences in heterogeneity more apparent.
The results in Section 4.5 also highlight the effect of network sampling on our results. Both temporal and spatial variations in the sampling of earthquakes can lead to biases towards different focal mechanism styles when imposing quality restrictions on the focal mechanism catalogue. As such we are not only limited in the spatial sampling of the fault zone, but even in the sampling of the earthquakes that occurred. However, results in Appendix B show that differences between fault zones are apparent regardless of the data quality. Although it is difficult to constrain the biases towards spatial sampling and particular focal mechanism types, it is unlikely that these biases can explain the observed differences between fault zones.
C O N C L U S I O N S
Source mechanism summations are useful in quantifying variation in populations of focal mechanisms. Our results indicate that long-term properties of fault zones represented by their fault traces correlate with focal mechanism heterogeneity that differs between fault zones. The scatter in focal mechanism orientations shows a reduction of complexity consistent with fault trace geometry that we relate to the evolutionary maturity of the fault zone. The asymmetry in the focal mechanism orientations, related to the fault zone azimuth, leads to a component of heterogeneity that is controlled by the overall orientation of the fault zone with respect to local plate motion. We find that the spatial clusters of seismicity strongly affect the distribution of focal mechanism orientation. The use of focal mechanism data of the type done here and other studies is therefore limited by how representative spatial clusters are in terms of the entire fault zone.
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R E F E R E N C E S
A P P E N D I X A : FAU LT Z O N E S E L E C T I O N
A P P E N D I X B : T R A D E -O F F B E T W E E N N U M B E R A N D Q UA L I T Y O F F O C A L M E C H A N I S M S
Most earthquakes are small and not recorded by many seismic stations. Fewer recordings of a given event make it more difficult to constrain the focal mechanism orientation. Hence there is a trade off between the number of earthquakes and the quality level of a data set. The advantages of using a higher number of data are that statistics are less affected by outliers, and that more of the fault zone is likely to be sampled by the data. However, greater uncertainty in the focal mechanism data will lead to greater variations in the focal mechanism orientations. This is important with relation to our study since uncertainties may overshadow the physical heterogeneity sampled by the focal mechanisms. We investigate this trade off by comparing results for analysis of a low quality catalogue, where
• , to those from the higher quality catalogue used in our main study with quality restrictions outlined in Section 2.2. The lower quality catalogue contains roughly ten times the number of data in the higher quality catalogue (Table A1 ).
In Fig. B1 we show the results for r CLVD and r NORM computed from the lower quality data, analogous to Fig. 3 , as well as the differences between absolute values for low and high quality data. For three out of nine of the fault zones the decrease in quality restrictions lead to lower values of |r CLVD |, whereas for eight fault zones there is an increase in r NORM . The notable exceptions (the Garlock Fault and the Mojave Section of the SAF) have few data in the higher quality catalogue, although other fault zones that fit this pattern have fewer data (Table A1 ). The bootstrap error bounds, which constrain the robustness of r CLVD and r NORM based on the number of data, are smaller in all cases for lower quality data due to larger data sets. In both cases, there is no correlation between the size of the error bounds and values of r CLVD and r NORM . Although the decrease in data quality leads to a general reduction in the relative differences of focal mechanism heterogeneity between fault zones, particularly for the Parkfield section of the SAF, distinct differences persist between the fault sections.
One explanation for the differences in heterogeneity results for the two catalogues [Fig. B1(b) ] is that there are changes in the sampling of the fault structure when including more data. We illustrate that such a signal would be overshadowed by data uncertainties using an approach based on a kernel density representation for the focal mechanisms. By representing each DC orientation as a kernel function with width related to uncertainty, then randomly sampling from the combined kernel density using N points many times, we incorporate uncertainties related to the number of data N and the data quality into the heterogeneity quantities for each fault zone.
To simulate uncertainty of a single DC orientation, we use a kernel function of the form
where is the rotation angle of principle strain axes from a mean orientation, κ is a concentration parameter, and C is a normalizing factor. Kilb & Hardebeck (2006) found that FPU is the most representative quantification of focal mechanism quality for HASH generated data. We relate κ to FPU by
when FPU ≤ 45 • , with A = 2.688 × 10 4 and B = 2.011, calculated from a fit to simulated data (Fig. B2) . The scaling relation appears to breakdown for FPU > 45
• and tends towards a uniform distribution (κ = 0). This indicates that there is little informational value in using focal mechanisms with FPU > 45
• . We combine eqs (B1) and (B2) to generate a density of kernels for the low and higher quality catalogues of each fault zone. By random resampling of a given kernel density using N points, we can estimate values for r NORM and r CLVD describing heterogeneity that incorporates variable uncertainty within the data set. Repeating this resampling 10 000 times describes the robustness of our estimates given the number of data, and we display the median with 75 per cent confidence limits for the values of r NORM and r CLVD in Fig. B3 . As well as displaying results for kernel densities of the low and higher quality data, we generate a third kernel density where the mean DC orientations of the kernels are randomly selected from the higher quality catalogue, but using the same number of kernels and values of FPU as the lower quality catalogue. This allows us to test how much the increased uncertainty of the low quality catalogue influences the heterogeneity measures. The differences between results for the low and higher quality catalogues are similar to those observed in Fig. B1 . However, differences in r NORM are much greater due to the increased uncertainty in lower quality data. The results for r NORM from the case where uncertainty is added to the higher quality data are similar to values for the lower quality data. This indicates that changes in r NORM when including lower quality data can be explained by data uncertainty, and there is little extra information about the physical heterogeneity of the fault zones. The changes in r CLVD due to the simulated effects of increased uncertainty are small, and do not explain the differences between results for the low and higher quality data. However, this is unsurprising given that our kernel function (eq. B1) does not incorporate rotational asymmetry. Hence, either the kernel function is inappropriate to model the uncertainties, or the physical heterogeneity measured by the lower quality data is different. It is likely that asymmetry exists in the uncertainty and results from limitations in the distribution of the seismic stations to sample the focal sphere of the earthquake. Furthermore, similar factors may lead us to preferentially sample certain orientations of focal mechanisms in the higher quality data because the local network can constrain them better. We see evidence for such bias in Section 4.5, where we show that dip-slip events are better sampled than strike-slip events at low magnitudes for the San Jacinto fault zone. Modelling the uncertainties due to network orientations is beyond the scope of this study. However, our main analysis concentrates on the higher quality data for the reasons that (1) quality restrictions imposed on multiple factors will allow for better comparison between data sets and (2) the analysis here shows that values of r NORM can become dominated by uncertainty when using lower quality data.
A P P E N D I X C : I N T E R P R E TAT I O N O F H E T E RO G E N E I T Y M E A S U R E S U S I N G N U M E R I C A L LY S I M U L AT E D VA R I AT I O N O F D C O R I E N TAT I O N S
The quantities r NORM and r CLVD provide useful measures of focal mechanism heterogeneity that are easy to compute, but their physical interpretation is non-intuitive. To better understand the type and amount of variation that can lead to different values of each quantity, we simulate variation in populations of 1000 DC focal mechanisms and compute the values of r NORM and r CLVD from each simulation. We impose variation on the population in two ways: by selecting focal mechanisms from a Fisher distribution (eq. B1) with changing values for the concentration parameter κ, and by mixing different proportions of populations with different mean orientations.
A Fisher distribution as defined in eq. (B1) leads to axially symmetric and equal variation of all three strain axes about a pre-defined mean DC orientation. We arbitrarily select a strike-slip mechanism as our mean orientation and investigate four different values of κ: 10, 20, 50, 100 and 200. The synthetic data sets are generated by Monte Carlo sampling, as described in Appendix B. • , 55
• , 34
• , 25
• and 17
• of their pre-defined mean, and values of r NORM that are 0.71, 0.46, 0.21, 0.11 and 0.06, respectively (Fig. C1c) .
To simulate asymmetry in the population we divide the 1000 focal mechanisms into subsets of strike-slip, reverse and normal faulting orientations. If we denote the mean orientation for the strike-slip faultsÊ DC i j , as defined in eq. (5), the mean DC orientations of the reverse and normal faulting orientations correspond toÊ B i j andÊ C i j in eq. (6). In each simulation the value of κ is constant for all three subsets. We investigate cases where the number of reverse faults N R is 0, 100, 200, 300, 400 and 500, and the number of normal faults N N is 0, 100, 200 and 300.
For each of the 120 synthetic data sets, we compute E ij and then r NORM and r CLVD . We find that r NORM is inversely related to the value of κ as well as being inversely related to the percentage of strike-slip events (Fig. C2a) . If κ and the percentage of strike-slip events are constant, r NORM increases as the percentages of normal and reverse faulting mechanisms become closer together. The lowest value of r NORM for each value of κ corresponds to cases where there is no fault mixing (Fig. C1) . Fig. C2(b) shows the positive correlation of r CLVD with N R , regardless of κ, such that r CLVD is roughly equal to (N R − N N )/N TOTAL . This may be stated more generally as r CLVD ≈ (N B − N C )/(N A + N B + N C ), where N A ≥ |N B − N C | and is the number of DCs with the first-order faulting orientation, and N B and N C correspond to the number in the second and third-order faulting populations. However, this relationship breaks down for lower values of κ since the mechanisms become so scattered that E ij is no longer aligned with the mean strike-slip orientation. We therefore do not plot the result for κ = 10 in Fig. C2 .
The cases presented here relate to variation of the entire focal mechanism, such that we are effectively simulating variation of the fault orientation and slip vector simultaneously. Alternative cases can be considered where the deviatoric loading stress orientation is kept constant, and DC orientations are computed due to maximum shear stress resolved onto fault planes of varying orientations, consistent with the assumptions made for stress inversion (Michael 1987) . In the results of simulations for these cases, which are not presented here, r NORM is related to the variation in fault plane orientations. A non-zero CLVD component can be generated in two ways: either by two separate populations of fault orientations, such that resolved shear stress leads to slip in perpendicular directions, or by introducing a CLVD component to the loading tensor. In the first case, reduction in the variation of fault orientations restricts the directions of slip possible, and the value of r CLVD becomes larger as r NORM becomes smaller. In the second case, increased variation of the fault orientations leads to better sampling of the overlying loading tensor, and r CLVD becomes larger as r NORM becomes larger.
A P P E N D I X D : R E L AT I O N B E T W E E N D I S T R I B U T I O N O F M I N I M U M D C RO TAT I O N S A N D H E T E RO G E N E I T Y M E A S U R E S
Using the equations of Kagan (2005) we compute the minimum rotation angles min and the rotation axes between all pairs of DC orientations in each of our fault zones for the A and B quality focal mechanisms. Fig. D1 shows that the average of min correlates with r NORM . The measures are not exactly analogous since min measures the orientation difference in 3-D space whereas r NORM relates to differences in the space ofP i j . Fig. D2 shows the orientation density of rotation axes for the minimum rotations and illustrates visually that the distribution is more clustered where |r CLVD | is larger. Figure D1 . Comparison of heterogeneity for data that sample three kernel densities representing different quality levels in the catalogue. Squares show median values of r CLVD and r NORM for the higher quality catalogue, triangles correspond to the lower quality catalogue and circles correspond to the resampled high quality data with a simulated effect of uncertainty. Dashed lines show the changes as lower quality data are included. Error bars show the 75 per cent confidence limits for the bootstrap resampling of r CLVD and r NORM which are in many cases smaller than the symbols. We use 75 per cent confidence limits, rather than the minimum and maximum used in Fig. 3 and Fig. B1 , to make comparison of values easier. Figure D2 . Density of rotation axes orientations for minimum rotations between all DC pairs in the fault zones using equal area lower-hemisphere projections with 5 • binning. The density distribution in each case is normalized such that 1 indicates a uniform distribution, but the colour scale is truncated at 5 to allow for comparison. DC orientations for E ij are overlain as red lines, with the P and T axes shown by white and black circles, respectively. The value of r CLVD is given below each of the circles.
